
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (23) of the FSR FMG ’20- ‘21 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 5th of March 2021 

Location: Zoom 

Present FSR ’20-’21: 

 

Ruben de Groot, Emilie van der Heijden,  Pablo Mustienes, Robin 

Hellmich, Kaleem Ullah, Siddharth Jethwani, Pedro Gonzalez, 

Johanna Lehr, Viktoriia Akhankova, Alessandro Ractlife.  

Absent FSR ’20-21: Joselyn Arevalo Moran, Joshua Meijer 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1:  OV Topics 

9. Topic 2: Strategy plan for AO 

10. Topic 3: OER Recap 

11. Any other business 

12. Points for the CSR 

13. Points for the media 

14. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Pedro opens the meeting at 15:05 

 

2. Announcements  

Joselyn is working and is unable to join. Joshua has a deadline and is unable to join. 

 Emilie noticed that she Sid and Pedro have a tutorial during the OV, the members will 

need to miss class. 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 22 

The minutes of the PV of February 26th are set without changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail 

Lieve received an email from a student campaigning for free menstrual products at UvA. 

 

6. Updates  

Update Pablo PC Political Science 

The Political Science PC meeting Pablo had asked about the email the FSR said. The percentage 

of students abroad that is affected by a time zone issue is small. 100 out of 400ish first years 

have not been to the university. Only a small portion is outside of the European Union. Political 

Science is not using proctoring. Generally, the grades were higher this year but not significantly 

higher. They did mention that they are worried about the spread of fraud in these circumstances. 

 

File update committee O&F 

Pablo updates the council about the mental health file, which will be discussed at the OV. Both 

committees have been working together. The five pillars are social safety, sexual harassment, 

studying and community, mental health, and physical health. Viktoriia points out that this is the 

same information that was discussed last week. 

 The council discusses how they can fight stigmatization regarding getting help for issues 

students are facing. Pablo adds that there is not that much time left for this council to make a 

big difference, the goal should be to get the ball rolling for future councils. Pedro adds that 

some steps can be taken, for example by posting on social media. Emilie brings up that when 

the campus reopens the council could make posters to open up the conversation and point 

people to resources. Pablo adds that information is the way to go now, especially since action 

has to be taken online right now. Ruben adds that the council could either use a professional 

regarding mental health and or a student with experience. A video could be made with a student 

psychologist, especially one where the process of getting help is outlined. Johanna thinks it 

would be nice to create a guide for students to inform them how to help their friends and how 
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to notice signs of struggle. Ruben adds that this could be a collaboration with the student 

psychologists where they focus on the content and the council can focus on the promotion and 

design. Alessandro brings up the idea of having students who have experienced mental health 

issues. Pedro thinks it is interesting, but the operationalization might be hard.  

  

FV-FMG update 

The FV-FMG forum is next Friday, everyone from the council is encouraged to get a ticket and 

join the settings. The theme is humans of the future. 

The FV-FMG party is on the 14th of April, during the UvA health week, they are asking 

for a contribution from the FSR FMG. They are asking if the FSR can sponsor them four goodie 

bags, this will cost 104 euros. 

The FSR FMG votes to spend 104 euros as a contribution to the FV-FMG party.  

The FSR FMG votes in favour of spending 104 euros as a contribution to the FV-FMG 

party.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without changes. 

 

8. Topic 1: OV Topics 

Current topics are the following: Student Involvement (trying to get a commitment in the 

form of support, to then bring it up in PC meetings with a stronger argument), psychologists 

and mental health (button policy), potentially revisiting language policy (some commitments 

seem to have not been upheld from the last year). 

 Johanna and Robin are in contact with OBOA (Our Bodies Our Voices), scheduling a 

meeting has been hard. The topic is planned for OV5. 

9. Topic 2: Strategy plan for AO 

A couple of things need to happen before the AO. Vikka and Pedro will prepare a document for 

student information.  

 There is some discussion regarding language policy. Pedro argues that the council is 

lucky this year there is no issue with some of the OERs being in Dutch. Sid adds that some 

minor offered within the domains in the Dutch only OERs provide courses in English. These 

students deserve to be able to read their rights. Sid adds that there is no harm in translating the 

documents. All lot of OERs are in English but the council wants all OERs to be in English. 

Ruben adds there might be an English version of the OERs but the council just has not received 

it.  

 The council will work on a supplement document regarding what they find important 

student information. 

 

10. Topic 3: OER Recap 
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At this point most people have left their comments, the deadline is next Thursday (11 th of 

March). All council members are encouraged to transfer the comments to an advice document 

by Tuesday. The outline for this can be found as an attachment in the agenda. That will be the 

first bit of advice. Some things will be agreed upon by the programmes, for contented issues 

the council has until May to solve them.  

 

11. Any other business 

Kaleem will be the next fun times activity organizer, Ruben will be there for assistance.  

 

12. Points for the CSR 

No points. 

 

13. Points for the Media 

No points. 

 

14. Questions and Closing  

Pedro closes the meeting at 16:23. 

 

Action list 

210219-2: All council members put their PC’s contact information in the google doc. 

210219-6: The E&C committee comes up with a date for the next evaluation. 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    
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190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear. 

 


